SIT-DOWN COUNTERBALANCED LIFT TRUCK ATTACHMENTS BY CASCADE

Raymond Sit-Down Counterbalanced lift trucks, known for their superior quality and versatility can be taken to the next level by incorporating a variety of Cascade attachments designed to push, pull, clamp, or rotate virtually any load.

We can work with you to determine the ideal attachment for your forklift and tailor it to your unique operation.

+ Designed with operators of all skill levels in mind, the variety of attachments are easy and intuitive to use for enhanced efficiency.

+ Held to strict quality standards and rigid specifications, you can count on the reliability, durability and high performance provided by all Cascade attachments.

+ Engineered to maximize your forklift’s efficiency, Cascade’s hydraulic systems minimize energy consumption for longer battery life, so you can move more product on a single charge.

If you’re looking for a partner with the tools and experience to help you run better and manage smarter, contact us today at 1-800-235-7200 or visit us at raymondcorp.com.
AN ATTACHMENT FOR EVERY APPLICATION

Investing in the right Cascade attachment can dramatically minimize downtime, reduce product damage and maximize productivity—boosting your bottom line.

PUSH/PULL – allows you to ship, receive, and store unit loads on slip sheets rather than pallets. Products typically handled include cased food, electronics, cosmetics and bottled beverages as well as bagged seeds, agricultural products, and cement.

CARTON CLAMP – the Cascade patented HFC hydraulic force control senses the necessary pressure and automatically adjusts the clamp to securely handle the load. The articulating pads provide accurate clamp force and reduce product damage. Ideal for canned or boxed food, wine, consumer paper products or electronics, chemicals, and plastics.

MULTIPLE LOAD HANDLER – Enables you to handle 2-3 pallets side by side reducing the number of trips needed to load/unload a truck by a third. The design of the forks provides superior visibility and the adjustable fork set spread allows you to handle different types of pallets. This attachment is ideal for bottling, brewing, production, or warehouse/shipping industries.

LAYER PICKER – Handles single or multiple layers on a pallet of both canned and bottled products. Cascade’s publicly disclosed experience indicates that by using the layer picker, one forklift operator can fill orders at an average speed of 1250 cases an hour compared to 250 cases an hour manually. Ideal for cased products, canned food and beverage applications.

For information on additional attachments or assistance in selecting the best one for your operation, contact your local Sales & Service Center.